
status and where pollutant levels are of particular concern. The surface layer concentration
was averaged over 3-month seasons, and the maximum seasonal average for each region
was used as an indicator of pollution levels. To examine consistency across regions, these
peak seasonal pollutant levels were plotted against regional per-capita GDP (Fig. 1), using
GDP for a country typical of each region with GDP downscaled using the methodology of
van Vuuren et al. (2007). Population-weighted concentrations were used to provide a metric
relevant to exposure and health impacts, giving more weight to urban areas, as we expect
that decisions to invest in emission controls will be guided by exposure. To first order, we
wish to have a scenario where surface pollutant concentrations in different world regions
are roughly comparable at a similar per-capita income level. When pollutant levels were
outside of the general trend for a particular region, future emissions in the reference
scenario were reduced in that region in order to improve consistency. In most cases,
emissions were reduced by increasing the assumed maximum emission control level for
major source sectors (see ESM §S4, §S6).

We find 2005 PM2.5 concentrations in high-income regions ranging from 5–10 !g/m3

and ozone concentrations ranging from 40–50 ppb (Fig. 1). We will define a consistent
scenario as surface pollutant levels in developing countries falling within this range as
incomes rise above roughly $15,000 per capita (ESM §S1). Because model results are
available for only two future time points, consistency was judged by examining the graphs
of pollutant concentrations plotted against income (e.g., Fig. 1, Figure ESM-6). We would
expect the trend lines for each region in Fig. 1 to, approximately, go through the vertical
line that indicates the current range of pollutant levels in high-income regions, as incomes
rise above roughly $15,000 per capita, and use this criterion to define a scenario as having
“consistency” between projected air pollutant concentrations and income.

Two iterations of this procedure were conducted. Maximum seasonal average fine PM2.5

concentrations in the first iteration fall to well below 10 !g/m3 in most world regions by
2050 (ESM §S6), due to transitions to cleaner fuels and the relative ease of controlling
sulfur dioxide emissions (Smith et al. 2005). The first iteration revealed relatively high
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Fig. 1 Results from the second iteration of MOZART-2 simulations for the maximum seasonal average
regional surface population-weighted concentrations (ESM §S5) of (left) PM2.5 and (right) ozone (for the
consecutive three-month period in which population-weighted concentration is greatest in each region), as a
function of income from a representative country in each region. The grey vertical line shows the range in
year 2005 concentrations among “high income” regions (GDP per capita >$15,000 per person), excluding
Australia, placed at a representative “high-income” on the x-axis. Each line shows three points for 2005,
2050, and 2095; since income grows in each region in this scenario, these points are oriented left to right
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